Abstract-Research efforts in terms of automatic textual complexity analysis are mainly focused on English vocabulary and few adaptations exist for other languages. Starting from a solid base in terms of discourse analysis and existing textual complexity assessment model for English, we introduce a French model trained on 200 documents extracted from school manuals pre-classified into five complexity classes. The underlying textual complexity metrics include surface, syntactic, morphological, semantic and discourse specific factors that are afterwards combined through the use of Support Vector Machines. In the end, each factor is correlated to pupil comprehension metrics scores, spanning throughout multiple classes, therefore creating a clearer perspective in terms of measurements impacting the perceived difficulty of a given text. In addition to purely quantitative surface factors, specific parts of speech and cohesion have proven to be reliable predictors of learners' comprehension level, creating nevertheless a strong background for building dependable French textual complexity models.
INTRODUCTION
Automated essay scoring, identification of textual patterns or exploration of term correlation markers, all stand as appealing subjects related to textual analysis debated in both academic and commercial environments. While research groups focus on handling and connecting large amounts of information that the social web produced in the last decade, the commercial market is focused on building instruments that could improve the presentation and induce a better control of the information flow from source to targeted audience.
As a result, there is a lot of unexplored ground regarding other languages that could actually reveal surprising results by also taking into consideration the following variables: the complexity of the vocabulary, morphology, discourse structure and overall aim to enhance the comprehension level among students. The English language has a flexible and continuously expanding vocabulary, and can be considered of medium difficulty with regards to its learning time for non-native speakers. Starting from this assumption and correlating with the English language origins, in this paper we opted to perform French textual complexity analysis from a novel perspective. Our aim was to confirm already proven theories, but also to point out language specificities, relevant factors in terms of comprehension assessment and specific textual traits.
Based on the classic educational scenario, in which learners are introduced to specific learning materials scaffolded by a tutor, the latter's aim should consist of sharing knowledge in the most productive manner, adapted to the learners' corresponding comprehension level. Nevertheless, evaluating comprehension can be achieved in sundry ways like constant feedback gathering, tests, class interactivity or homework. Moreover, evaluating a large number of texts in a relatively short amount of time in order to find an adequate selection is prone to human errors. Therefore, our goal is to support tutors assessing textual materials in a controlled, equitable, reproducible and traceable manner, applicable to a large number of materials in a short timespan. In addition, the constant measurement of students' comprehension can be a good indicator if the presented materials and their underlying structure are actually the best fit.
The following section presents an overview of the textual complexity assessments, their categorization, and other similar automated systems that have been developed to evaluate textual complexity. The third section is centered on the description of the proposed French textual complexity automatic model, while the fourth section introduces the interpretation and extraction of relevant markers for textual complexity assessment. Afterwards, the fifth section emphasizes the refinement strategies for obtaining more accurate results, while the last section is focused on conclusions and future improvements.
II. OVERVIEW OF TEXTUAL COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT
Measuring textual complexity in an automatic and adaptive manner has been a goal and a challenge for tutors and researchers in the past years. Education methodologies, essay scoring or class teaching, all need to adapt to a continuously growing number of pupils with a broader access to information. Software tools focusing on automatic textual complexity scoring need to be primarily adaptive, in the sense that, for a given target audience, the estimated levels of textual complexity measured for specific texts should be adequate and relevant. Tutors are constantly facing a difficult task of assessing textual complexity and of presenting adequate materials to learners. Additionally, time plays an important role and tutors should focus on interaction and on passing on their knowledge, not on frequent changes of materials due to students' poor results. In this case, software tools can be perceived as calibrators providing support by pinpointing out the peaks and the lows of the textual materials.
The first dimension encompassing quantitative factors (e.g., word frequency or sentence length) is the most straightforward and computationally feasible. Qualitative factors are centered on the levels of meaning, structure, language conventionality, clarity and knowledge demands. Eventually, reader and task orientation can be considered the most difficult dimension to be taken into account as it considers learners' knowledge, motivation and interests. Anyway, the pool of considered factors represents a key element for properly assessing complexity, as there is no single factor that can be used to have a reliable prediction.
Based on the previous dimensions, the vast majority of existing systems rely solely on simple quantitative factors. As reference, there is a wide variety of solutions used in various English education programs [1] -e.g., Lexile (MetaMetrics) [2] , ATOS (Renaissance Learning) [3] , Degrees of Reading Power: DRP Analyzer (Questar Assessment, Inc.) [4] , the Pearson Reading Maturity Metric (Pearson Knowledge Technologies) [5] , Coh-Metrix (University of Memphis) [6] -, but only one system focusing on French language assessment -Dmesure (Catholic University of Louvain-La-Neuve) [7] . The latter addresses lexical and syntactic complexity factors applied on French as a foreign language (FFL) texts in which sets of metrics were aggregated using different classifiers (e.g., multinomial logistic regression, decision trees, bagging and boosting, support vector machines) [8] in order to automatically generate language exercises fit to learners' level.
Overall, providing valid measurements for automatic textual complexity scoring should come not as a tutor replacement, but as support to an evolving education system that reacts to external factors and that should constantly adapt to a developing society. Thus, this paper is centered on finding factors and patterns that precisely measure textual complexity in tight correlation to learner comprehension and textual cohesion derived from the cohesion graph used as underlying discourse structure [9, 10] .
III. THE PROPOSED FRENCH TEXTUAL COMPLEXITY MODEL

A. General Presentation
Automatic textual complexity evaluation is relatively assessed against existing factors and known measurements, but becomes pointless without a validated and fine-tuned complexity model pre-trained on specific corpora. Starting from a textual complexity model previously applied on English texts [10, 11] , we propose a multi-dimensional analysis of adapted factors for French language, integrating classic surface metrics derived from automatic essay grading techniques, morphology and syntax factors [11] , as well as semantics and discourse factors [10, 12] . In the end, subsets of factors are aggregated through Support Vector Machines [13, 14] which are proven to be the most efficient method [7, 15] .
Firstly, the surface category is centered on the individual analysis elements (words, phrases, paragraphs) and makes use of simple statistics. The textual analysis factors from this category are based on Page's grading technique for automated scoring [16] , simple readability formulas [17, 18] , fluency (e.g., number of words, number of commas), structure complexity (e.g., number of sentences and of paragraphs), diction (e.g., word length, average number of syllables per word, or of words per sentence) and word/character entropy [11] . A specific subcategory is focused on word complexity which consists of several different factors: syllable count, distance between the inflected form, lemma and stem, specificity of a concept reflected in its inverse document frequency from the training corpora (in our case, articles from the newspaper "Le Monde" comprising approximately 24M words), the distance in the hypernym tree or the word polysemy count from WOLF [19] .
Afterwards, the syntactic and morphological category changes the focus to the parsing tree by considering the maximum depth and the size of the underlying parsing structure [20] , as well as an adaptation of the Balanced CAF (Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency) measure [21] for French. The word information category is centered on specific pronoun forms (singular, plural, first, second or third form) identified as cue phrases. In the end, the semantics and discourse analysis category is based on the cohesion graph and its underlying cohesive links [10, 12, 22] , lexical chains and discourse connectives that are considered the central elements in terms of discourse representation [22] . From a computational perspective, cohesion is determined as a mixture of semantic similarity measures [22] applied on lexicalized ontologies [23] , cosine similarity applied on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [24] vector space, and Jensen-Shannon dissimilarity [25] computed on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [26] topic distributions.
B. Model Validation
The previously described textual complexity model comprising of 54 individual factors grouped within the predefined categories was trained on 200 documents extracted from French primary school manuals that were manually categorized into five complexity classes, used to categorize and encircle the content within the documents. The five classes are directly mapped onto five primary grade classes for pupils ranging from 6 to 11 years old, or CP -"Cours préparatoire" (1 st grade), CE1, CE2 -"Cours élementaire" (2 nd and 3 rd grades), CM1 and CM2 -"Cours moyen" (4 th and 5 th grades) of the French national education system. Each document has been manually validated, ranked and scored by expert linguists, whereas the selected training corpora proved sufficient in terms of volume for training a reliable SVM based classifier.
In the end, 3-fold cross validation [27] was applied for determining precision or exact agreement (EA), and adjacent agreement (AA) [7] , the percent to which the SVM was close at predicting the correct classification [10, 12] (see Table 1 ). As specific parameters for the SVM, an RBF kernel with degree 3 was selected and a Grid Search method [28] was enforced to increase the effectiveness of the SVM through the parameter selection process for the Gaussian kernel. The integration of the previous factors from all textual complexity dimensions proved that SVMs are reliable predictors and that our model is viable (EA = .733 and AA = .933). With regards to the results reported for English language (EA = .779 and AA = .997) [22] , we found current evaluations more than encouraging as the first assessments considered an alignment of 1,000 documents with automatic scores, more precisely Degree of Reading Power (DRP) scores divided into six complexity classes [29] , whereas the experiments performed on French used manually-classified learning materials.
IV. PREDICTING COMPREHENSION BASED ON TEXTUAL COMPLEXITY FACTORS
Starting from the previously trained textual complexity model, a specific corpus comprising 16 documents (see Table  2 ) was used in order to determine the alignment of each complexity factor to human comprehension scores. Therefore, in parallel to the automated scoring performed with our system ReaderBench [12, 22] , a study was performed in French primary schools in which pupils' comprehension was assessed through post-tests related to the presented learning materials. The experiments were performed with pupils from three adjacent classes (CE2, CM1, CM2), but the materials were specifically designed for the lowest one (CE2) in order to ensure comprehension even at this level. As expected, the comprehension scores in the [1, 20] range increased with the pupil's level, but significant differences among the used documents could be observed. Based on the previous corpora we were able to identify the factors and categories that have the highest correlations (both positive and negative) to pupils' comprehension scores (see Tables 3 and 4) . High individual correlations for most factors in Table 3 are expectable, ranging from the simplest one (e.g., surface factors) to morphology and all the way to semantics and discourse. The latter prove that cohesion plays an important role in comprehension, as McNamara, et al. [29] also showed. Moreover, these analogies demonstrate the consistency and adaptability of our approach that supports both English and French languages. As a general tendency, an increasing correlation with higher educational levels was observed, showing nevertheless how individual or aggregated textual complexity factors strongly influence comprehension at lower levels. Moreover, the purpose of aggregating factors (see Table 3 ) was to observe the evolution of correlations by considering multiple factors condensed through the use of the average function applied on their normalized values (or their inverse, in case of negatively correlating factors).
The results highlighted a major improvement with regards to the individual factors from Table 4 and emphasize the premise that textual complexity cannot be reflected in a single factor, but through multiple categories, each capturing specific facets of the discourse. In the end, the correlations between the textual complexity factors and the pupils' understanding enabled us to determine the potential impact of each factor and to estimate the reliability for predicting the overall textual complexity level of the reading material. V. REFINING THE TEXTUAL COMPLEXITY PREDICTIONS Besides the previous experiments, an additional refinement had to be implemented as the pre-trained textual complexity model (presented in detail in Section 3) applied on the 16 selected documents from Table 2 returned only the third class (CE2) as automatic prediction. This result is consistent with the initial manual selection of the learning materials, but further investigations were required in order to better grasp discrepancies among the documents. Therefore, incremental runs of the k-Means++ clustering algorithm [8] were performed to highlight affinities or differences among documents. Table 5 highlights the resulted clusters (the presented identifiers are consistent with the ones assigned to each document in Table 2 ), while the corresponding clustroids (centers of each cluster pertaining to the document space) are marked between brackets. Table 5 also presents the overall compactness (a measure of intra-cluster cohesion) and isolation (a measure of inter-cluster separation) between clusters that demonstrate a better separation and definition of clusters with an increasing value of k, the global number of clusters. Moreover, besides finding similar documents in terms of their structure reflected in textual complexity factors (e.g., similar vocabulary in some cases or comparable syntactic structures at sentence level in others), clustering also revealed specificities of some texts (e.g., "Cordophone" -id 5, an explanative text, not a narrative one, is separated). Additionally, we've obtained compatible results by applying an agglomerative clustering algorithm that considers the average group distance. After detecting a drop-off in terms of inter-group similarity between textual complexity traits, Tables 6 presents the obtained clusters. VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK As main conclusions for this undergone research on French textual complexity, we argue that the obtained results and measurements are not as precise as those performed on English, but are still very relevant for an initial approach towards multi-lingual analyses. The proposed textual complexity model was adequate in predicting the corresponding difficulty level and the complexity estimations for all the 16 analyzed documents (all CE2) were an additional confirmation of its validity. Moreover, surface, morphology and discourse factors centered on cohesion correlated well with pupils' comprehension, while the overall results improved when several factors were aggregated.
In a nutshell, ReaderBench offers flexibility, adaptability to multiple educational scenarios and extensibility reflected in the ease of adding additional textual complexity factors, thus making the textual assessment more reliable and accurate. To conclude, this research comes as a new direction to the authors' previous work, resulting in an accurate and validated interpretation of comprehension reflected in French textual complexity factors.
